Intrigo Systems Named to Supply & Demand Chain Executive’s SDCE
100 Top Supply Chain Projects for 2017
FREMONT, CA—JUNE 22, 2017-- Supply & Demand Chain Executive, the executive's
user manual for successful supply and demand chain transformation, has selected
Intrigo Systems as a recipient of an SDCE 100 Award for 2017.
The SDCE 100 is an annual list of 100 great supply chain projects. These projects can
serve as a map for supply chain executives who are looking for new opportunities to
drive improvement in their own operations. These projects show how supply chain
solution and service providers help their customers and clients achieve supply chain
excellence and prepare their supply chains for success.
“Intrigo is honored to be chosen again by SDCE for our work in solving supply chain
challenges that increase our clients bottom line,” said Padman Ramankutty, CEO of
Intrigo Systems. “At Albemarle, Intrigo was able to shorten the S&OP time from four
weeks to two and one half weeks using IBP, resulting in less working capital needs and
greater visibility.”
Intrigo is a leading provider of enterprise and cloud solutions in e-commerce, supply
chain and procurement in the dynamic SAP ecosystem.
“Our goal with 2017’s Top 100 is to shine the spotlight on successful and innovative
transformation projects that deliver bottom-line value to small, medium and large
enterprises across the supply chain,” says Ronnie Garrett, editor of Supply & Demand
Chain Executive. “The selected projects can serve as a roadmap for supply chain
executives looking for new opportunities to drive improvement in their own operations.”
About Intrigo Systems:
Intrigo Systems, Inc. is a premier SAP partner and a leading provider of Advisory,
Implementation, and Managed Services. Intrigo has partnered and co-innovated with
SAP in the design of the SAP Advanced Planning Optimization component (APO), SAP
Integrated Business Planning (IBP), and Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration (SCC).
Intrigo has a hands-on leadership team who collectively have over 120 successful SAP
software implementations to their credit. These include: SAP IBP, SAP APO, SAP
SCC, SAP ERP (including S/4HANA and Hybris), Ariba, and analytics for industries as
varied as High-tech, Fashion, Consumer Products, Manufacturing, Chemicals, Pharma,
and Automotive. Our clients include Broadcom, NVIDIA, Dolby, Nike, Clorox, Albemarle,
and ASR among others. Visit www.intrigosys.com.
About Supply & Demand Chain Executive:

Supply & Demand Chain Executive is the executive's user manual for successful supply
and demand chain transformation, utilizing hard-hitting analysis, viewpoints and
unbiased case studies to steer executives and supply management professionals
through the complicated, yet critical, world of supply and demand chain enablement to
gain competitive advantage. Visit us on the web at www.SDCExec.com.
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